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Koopmans-compliant functionals have been shown to provide accurate spectral properties for
molecular systems; this accuracy is driven by the generalized linearization condition imposed on each
charged excitation - i.e. on changing the occupation of any orbital in the system, while accounting
for screening and relaxation from all other electrons. In this work we discuss the theoretical formu-
lation and the practical implementation of this formalism to the case of extended systems, where a
third condition, the localization of Koopmans’ orbitals, proves crucial to reach seamlessly the ther-
modynamic limit. We illustrate the formalism by first studying one-dimensional molecular systems
of increasing length. Then, we consider the band gaps of 30 paradigmatic solid-state test cases, for
which accurate experimental and computational results are available. The results are found to be
comparable with the state-of-the-art in diagrammatic techniques (self-consistent many-body per-
turbation theory with vertex corrections), notably using just a functional formulation for spectral
properties and the physics of the generalized-gradient approximation; when ionization potentials are
compared, the results are roughly twice as accurate.
PACS numbers: 71.15.Mb, 74.25.Jb, 79.60.-i
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate first-principles predictions of spectral prop-
erties — such as band gaps or photoemission spectra
— attract considerable attention because of their criti-
cal impact on the design and characterization of optical
and electronic devices, especially for solar energy har-
vesting and conversion.1 To date, the most common ap-
proaches to compute these quantities in extended systems
are based on many-body perturbation theory (MBPT)
using Green’s function based approaches (such as the
GW approximation)2,3 or wavefunction-based methods
like coupled cluster4 or quantum Monte Carlo5 with GW
being considered for the case of solids a good compro-
mise between accuracy and computational costs. Nev-
ertheless, these high-level methods are still significantly
limited in system size and complexity, due to their com-
putational costs, and sometimes even their accuracy; for
these reasons, simpler methods based on Kohn-Sham
density-functional theory (KS-DFT), possibly including
some fraction of non-local exchange, are still frequently
employed to evaluate approximately the spectral proper-
ties of nanostructures, interfaces, or solids.
Formally, exact KS-DFT delivers exactly the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level, since the lat-
ter determines the long-range decay of the charge density,
that needs to be described correctly6,7 (see also Ref. 8 and
references therein for an in-depth discussion); all other
spectral properties are outside the domain of KS-DFT.
The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in par-
ticular is not meant to be correctly positioned, leading to
incorrect HOMO-LUMO gaps, although when it becomes
infinitesimally occupied it needs to morph into the cor-
rect HOMO, explaining why the exact KS potential has
a derivative discontinuity as a function of orbital occu-
pations.9,10 When dealing with approximate exchange-
correlation energy functionals, KS-DFT (especially in the
local or generalized gradient approximations) usually un-
derestimates the first ionization potential (IP) and over-
estimates the first electron affinity (EA), as determined
by the negative of the frontier orbital energies. These
considerations extend also to solids, and e.g. the band
gap energy Eg is often greatly underestimated.
Such failures have been connected to the deviation
from piecewise linearity (PWL) of the total energy func-
tional as function of particle number, and the associated
lack of derivative discontinuity at integer numbers. First,
the deviation from PWL has been suggested11–15 as a
definition of electronic self-interaction errors (SIEs)16,
and in recently developed functionals, such as range-
separated17,18 or dielectric-dependent hybrid function-
als19,20, PWL has been recognized as a critical feature to
address. The criterion of piecewise linearity was in par-
ticular chosen as a key feature by some of us to introduce
the class of Koopmans-compliant (KC) functionals21–25,
that enforce a generalized criterion of PWL extending
to the entire manifold the linearizarion criterion of the
DFT+Hubbard U approach11,12. The accuracy in repro-
ducing spectral properties24–27, in addition to a poten-
tial energy surface that preserves exactly or slightly im-
proves27 the base functional (typically, using the PBE28
approximation), highlight the role of KC functionals as
approximations to the exact spectral functional, able to
reproduce spectral properties in addition to total ener-
gies.29
We briefly summarize here the framework for the KC
class of spectral functionals21,22, to set the discussion; a
detailed description can be found in Refs. 25 and 30. The
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2three core concepts that underpin their formulation are
those of linearization, screening, and localization.
For the first core concept of linearization, we note that
in a canonical representation (i.e. of orbitals that di-
agonalize the Hamiltonian) the condition of PWL when
extracting an electron from an orbital is naturally akin to
that of removing - heuristically - self-interaction from the
functional, while also imposing a correct description of
charged excitations. The removal of self-interaction can
be understood by the fact that KC functionals introduce
and impose the condition that the expectation value of an
orbital to be independent from its own occupation - this
is our chosen definition of being self-interaction free22.
One should note that when an orbital is not the HOMO,
removing a fraction of an electron from a deep level re-
quires one to constrain that corresponding orbital to be
frozen, and all others to remain orthonormalized to it as
the electron is removed (this is the procedure followed
when constructing KC functionals25). This requirement,
in a canonical representation and through Janak’s the-
orem, is equivalent to a PWL condition for any chosen
orbital. The correct description of charged excitations
can be understood by nothing that PWL, in combina-
tion as above with Janak’s theorem and the frozen-plus-
orthonormalization constraint, enforces the expectation
value of the Hamiltonian to be equal to the energy differ-
ence between the system with N electrons and that with
N-1 electrons, where one electron has been removed from
the orbital. Such functionals thus aim to describe excited
state properties. In practice, Janak’s theorem is never in-
voked, and the KC formulation postulates what should
be the form of the self-interaction free functional (see
Eqs. (4) and (5) in Ref. 26 and Eq. (4) in Ref. 25) un-
der the generalized self-interaction constraint discussed
above. The outcome is an orbital-dependent (actually,
an orbital-density-dependent) class of functionals that,
akin to the Perdew-Zunger self-interaction functional,
are minimized by a set of “variational” orbitals, to be
contrasted with the “canonical” orbitals that diagonal-
ize the Λ matrix of orthonormality constraints (see e.g.,
Refs. 25, 26, 31–34). The variational orbitals minimize
the functional, while the canonical orbitals provide the
spectra of charged excitations.
The second core concept of screening arises from the
need to describe and account for the response of the rest
of the electronic system as the occupation of one orbital
is changed; in order to impose the generalized condition
of Koopmans’ compliance (i.e. of PWL, under the con-
ditions described above) one needs to take into account
the relaxation taking place in all other orbitals as an
electron is removed. In the first applications22,24–26 this
screening was approximately accounted for using one sin-
gle screening coefficient for all filled states, and one for all
empty states, being determined respectively by the con-
dition that the HOMO of the neutral system be equal
to the LUMO of the cation (screening coefficient for all
filled states), and that the LUMO of the neutral system
be equal to the HOMO of the anion (screening coeffi-
cient for the empty states). While this approximation
can be satisfactory and even accurate for small, sim-
ple molecules, the formalism calls for orbital-dependent
screening. These screening coefficients can be calculated
using finite differences (as done here, and detailed below),
or more elegantly using linear-response theory (detailed
in Ref. 35).
The third concept of localization becomes truly deter-
minant in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. for extended sys-
tems: the condition of Koopmans’ compliance not only
works better when states are localized, but it relies in
an essential way on localization when considering larger
and larger systems, where the variational Koopmans’ or-
bitals converge rapidly to their thermodynamic limit (for
the sake of illustration, these can be thought to closely
resemble maximally localized Wannier functions36). This
point will be discussed in detail in the second part of the
paper.
The fact that Koopmans’ compliance can lead to or-
bital energies that can be compared to the quasiparticle
excitation energies of photoemission experiments, and to
canonical orbitals that resemble Dyson orbitals, has been
discussed extensively for the case of molecular systems29:
In previous work24,26,27 we presented the performance of
KC functionals in predicting frontier energies, ultravio-
let photoemission spectra, and orbital tomography mo-
mentum maps for different classes of molecules, while
also arguing that these functionals represent quasiparti-
cle approximations to the exact spectral functional29,37.
In fact, we typically find very good agreement with ex-
periments, comparable or sometimes even better than
state-of-the-art MBPT methods, while preserving mod-
erate computational costs and the quality of the potential
energy surfaces of the underlying base functionals25, or
even improving on these when the KIPZ functional is
used, thanks to its local self-interaction removal on the
total energy27.
In this work, we discuss how the framework of KC func-
tionals extends to the case of solids. We focus first on the
conceptual issues, and then on the calculation of energy
gaps and IP energies. In Section II we describe the main
theoretical challenges and the approach adopted in this
work. In Section II C we study finite alkane chains of in-
creasing length, and discuss the thermodynamic limit in
these one-dimensional systems. Then, in Section III A we
assess the method against the calculation of band gaps
in 3D semiconductors and insulators as well as selected
surfaces. The accuracy in predicting Eg and IP ener-
gies is compared to experiments, standard KS-DFT cal-
culations, many-body perturbation theory, and coupled-
cluster [CCSD(T)] wavefunction methods.
3II. THEORY AND METHODS
A. Linearization in Koopmans-compliant
functionals
As mentioned, KC functionals21–25,38,39 explicitly en-
force PWL conditions to an entire electronic manifold,
introducing energy functionals that depend linearly on
occupation numbers. Formally, these functionals are con-
structed by removing, orbital-by-orbital, the non-linear
(Slater) contribution to the total energy and by replac-
ing it by a linear (Koopmans) term. The slope of the
linear term can be chosen in a number of ways, lead-
ing to different KC flavors. In this work we focus on
the KI and KIPZ implementations, described in detail
in Ref. 25: In KI the slope is chosen as the total energy
difference of two adjacent electronic configurations with
integer occupations, and in KIPZ the same is done on
the Perdew-Zunger (PZ) self-interaction corrected func-
tional16. Given an approximate (“base”) DFT functional
Eapp, its KC counterpart can be written as:
EKC = Eapp +
∑
i
αiΠ
KC
i , (1)
where
ΠKIi = EHxc[ρ− ρi]− EHxc[ρ]
+ fi
[
EHxc[ρ− ρi + ni]− EHxc[ρ− ρi]
]
, (2)
ΠKIPZi = Π
KI
i − fiEHxc[ni], (3)
having defined ρi(r) = fini(r) = fi|ϕi(r)|2, and EHxc
being the Hartree and exchange-correlation energy corre-
sponding to the underlying approximate DFT functional.
For all calculations presented in this work, the base func-
tional is PBE.28 As mentioned, the orbital-dependent
factors αi account for electronic screening and orbitals
relaxation; for αi = 1, the KC functional in Eq. (1)
fulfills exactly the generalized Koopmans’ theorem at
frozen orbitals23. A Koopmans’ orbital-by-orbital lin-
earity condition is more stringent than the piecewise lin-
earity condition satisfied by the exact KS-DFT ground-
state energy as a function of fractional changes in the
occupation of the HOMO, and in turn provides a more
general orbital-density dependent (ODD) framework. In
fact, at variance with DFT functionals but similarly to
other ODD methodsm such as the PZ self-interaction cor-
rection16, KC functionals are not invariant under uni-
tary transformations within the manifold of filled or-
bitals.29,30,34,40 The variational orbitals {|ϕi 〉} that mini-
mize the functional are therefore different from the eigen-
states or canonical orbitals {|φm 〉} that diagonalize the
KC Hamiltonian, as discussed e.g. in Refs. 30, 34, and
40. The algorithm that we advocate to minimize the
KC functional consists of two nested steps30, following
the ensemble-DFT approach41: (i) a minimization with
respect to unitary transformations at fixed orbital mani-
fold (inner loop), that enforces the Pederson condition32
and leads to a projected, unitary-covariant functional of
the orbitals, within (ii) a variational optimization of the
orbital manifold of this projected functional (outer loop).
Koopmans’ compliance from Eqs. (1-2) can be imposed
to both valence and conduction states. Currently, the
only requirement is that the system under consideration
needs to have a finite gap, which ensures that the oc-
cupation of any variational orbital is either zero or one,
and the definition of orbital densities ρi(r) is unambigu-
ous. In this case, any matrix elements between filled
and empty state introduced by the Koopmans correc-
tions are projected out and the minimization can be per-
formed separately for each manifold. Imposing the Ped-
erson condition to the occupied states leads to a set of
well localized variational orbitals, when using the KIPZ
functional, or the KI functional taken as a limit of the
KIPZ with zero PZ correction25, while it often tends to
delocalize the empty states.42 Here, we stress that cal-
culating the Koopmans’ corrections on a localized set of
orbitals {|ϕi 〉} is a key requirement to deal with extended
systems. Indeed, in the limit of a crystalline system the
canonical orbitals |φm 〉 satisfy Bloch theorem, while the
variational orbitals {|ϕi 〉} corresponding to the occupied
states remain localized (and are actually very similar to
maximally localized Wannier functions36 ). The ΠKCi
correction is therefore still finite and depends only on
local properties, even in periodic crystals, and converges
rapidly to its non-trivial thermodynamical limit.
A workaround for the delocalization of empty states
in the current functionals is to compute a non-self-
consistent Koopmans-correction using maximally local-
ized Wannier orbitals as the localized representation for
the lower part of the manifold of empty states43. Even
though this choice is arbitrary, it can provide a practical
and effective scheme, as clearly supported by the results
of the present work.
B. Screening in Koopmans-compliant functionals
As mentioned above, the screening factors αi in the
definition of KC functionals account for orbitals relax-
ation and should be orbital-dependent, and applied to the
variational orbitals that minimize the functional. They
can be calculated by evaluating an orbital-dependent KS-
specific linear-response function23,35 employing the ma-
chinery of density-functional perturbation theory.44 A
simpler approach can also be used, based on the lineariza-
tion of the energy as a function of the single-particle oc-
cupation numbers; this is the approach that will be fol-
lowed here. We remind that for small molecules26,27 it is
typically sufficient to compute two values of α, one for
occupied and the other for empty states, and these can
be chosen by enforcing that the HOMO eigenvalue of a
neutral molecule is equal to the LUMO eigenvalue of the
respective cation, and that the HOMO eigenvalue of an
anion molecule is equal to the LUMO eigenvalue of the
neutral, respectively. However, the screening calculated
4on frontier (canonical) orbitals is only meant to act as
an average measure of the response of the electronic sys-
tem at hand; in an orbital-resolved framework it should
be applied to the individual variational orbitals (not to
mention that in the solid state limit there is no difference
e.g. in the HOMO for the neutral and the LUMO for the
cation).
The finite-difference procedure we adopt here for the
calculation of the screening parameter αi corresponding
to a given orbital ϕi takes place in two steps, using an
auxiliary system where the occupation fi of the orbital
ϕi is variable; a linear-response approach would be more
elegant, and its implementation is currently under way35,
but the protocol below can always be used when linear-
response techniques are not available.
Without loss of generality, in the following discussion
we assume that the orbital under consideration belongs
to the occupied manifold of the original system. The goal
is to determine each screening coefficient αi such that the
expectation value of the Koopmans’ Hamiltonian on the
variational orbital under consideration is independent on
its own occupation:
dEKC
dfi
∣∣∣∣
fi=f¯
= 〈ϕi|Happ + αivˆi|ϕi〉|f¯ = λαiii = constant in f¯ ,
(4)
where the first identity is a generalization of the Janak
theorem45 for ODD functionals, and vˆi(r) =
δΠKC(ρi)
δρi(r)
is
the ODD potential. In practice, this is achieved trough
the procedure illustrated below.
Step 1. For a given value of fi = f¯ ∈ [0, 1], we mini-
mize the KC total energy, starting with a best-guess trial
value of α = α(0) identical for all states. In order to avoid
that ϕi morphs into the VBM (this would always be the
most favorable solution because of the Aufbau principle),
it is kept frozen during the minimization while imposing
the standard orthogonality condition with all other states
belonging to the same spin channel (a similar treatment
has been recently introduced by Ma and Wang46 for com-
puting band gaps using projected Wannier orbitals). For
states in the opposite spin channel a standard optimiza-
tion of the orbitals is performed. At the end of the opti-
mization the minimum total energy EKCi (f¯) compatible
with the constraints imposed is obtained and the expec-
tation value λα
(0)
ii (f¯) of the KC Hamiltonian on ϕi is
calculated. Typically, we repeat this constrained min-
imization for two values f¯ = 0 and f¯ = 1, with the
wavefunctions of the auxiliary system initialized to those
of the original system computed with the trial screening
factor α(0).
Step 2. We search for the optimal value of αi for which
λαiii (0) = λ
αi
ii (1). Within a second-order approximation
of the total energy as a function of fi, and assuming a
linear dependence of λii on αi, this condition leads to the
following expression for αi:
αi = α
(0) ∆Ei − 〈ϕi|Happ|ϕi〉|0
λα
(0)
ii (0)− 〈ϕi|Happ|ϕi〉|0
, (5)
where ∆Ei = E
KC
i (f¯ = 1)− EKCi (f¯ = 0). This two-step
procedure is applied to compute αi for each variational
orbital47 In practice, the number of calculations for αi
can be greatly reduced by exploiting the symmetry of the
variational orbitals - e.g. in bulk silicon there is only one
kind of variational orbital, similar to a bonding Wannier
function. Moreover, because each αi can be computed
independently, these calculations can be run trivially in
parallel.
It is relevant to note that due to the finite size of the su-
percells considered, the variation of f¯ in Step 1 produces
a spurious interaction between an additional charge den-
sity and its periodic replicas, lowering both EKCi and λ
αi
ii .
In order to correct for this we used three-dimensional
(3D) real-space counter-charge corrections48,49 for the
study of isolated molecules, an image-charge interaction
correction model based on the generalized Makov-Payne
method,50 in case of 3D crystals, and extrapolations in
one dimension and counter-charges in the other two di-
mensions for the infinite polyethylene chain (detailed ex-
pressions for these corrections are provided in SM51).
C. Localization in Koopmans-compliant
functionals, and the thermodynamic limit
In order to investigate how KC functionals work on
extended systems we start by calculating the IPs, as
the opposite of the HOMOs, in linear alkane molecules
(CnH2n+1–where n > 1) of increasing length. In par-
ticular, we study how the IPs change as a function of
molecular length towards the thermodynamic limit rep-
resented by the infinite polyethylene (PE) chain. This
example also clarifies the importance of localization when
working with KC functionals.
Straight-alkane chains with staggered conformation are
studied in orthorhombic supercells with at least 15 A˚ of
separation in each direction. To study the infinite
polyethylene chain, we consider a supercell containing
a continuous CnH2n 1D chain aligned along z. A value
of n = 22 (corresponding to a periodic supercell with the
long side of ' 28.5 A˚) and Γ−point sampling for Bril-
louin zone integration has been used. This is equivalent
to a 1 × 1 × 11 k-point mesh for the primitive cell with
formula unit C2H4.
Details on the convergence of the IP as a function of
vacuum size along these directions, as well as on the cor-
rection for the finite-cell effects in the z−direction when
computing the screening factors αi are discussed in SM
51.
Calculations have been done in a plane-wave basis set us-
ing norm-conserving pseudopotentials52 to describe ion-
electron interactions. The kinetic energy cutoff for wave
functions has been set to 80 Ry.
We show in Fig. 1 the IP energies for 19 alkanes (n
going from 2 to 100) and for the extended polyethylene
chain, computed by using DFT-PBE, KI, and KIPZ. We
remind here that the IP energy is defined as the nega-
tive of the KS-HOMO (or VBM) energy with respect to
5(a) (b) (c) 
FIG. 1. Panel (a): IP energy as opposite of the HOMO for oligo-alkanes as a function of the inverse of the system length
(Lz in A˚), and computed with DFT-PBE, ∆SCF, KI, and KIPZ, together with polyethylene (infinite chain). For ∆SCF the
results at Lz → ∞ is an extrapolation. Right panels show (b) the VBM (canonical) orbital of polyethylene computed with
DFT-PBE and (c) two types of variational orbitals for the same system computed using KIPZ, and very similar maximally
localized Wannier functions for C-C and C-H σ bonds.
the vacuum level. For all the finite molecules, we also
provide the ∆SCF results, where the IP is computed as
the total energy difference between the neutral molecule
and its cation, both at the PBE level. Experimental and
CCSD(T) results are also shown (these latter are only
available for the three smallest alkanes).53
We find that the KI and KIPZ mean absolute errors
(MAE) with respect to experiments are about 0.86 and
0.45 eV, respectively. This accuracy is comparable with
that of CCSD(T), that has a MAE of about 0.62 eV. In
contrast, DFT-PBE significantly underestimates the IP
for these molecules with a MAE about of 3.74 eV, re-
flecting the intrinsic self-interaction error present in this
functional.
As expected, the performance of ∆SCF shows a strong
dependence on system size. For the three smallest
molecules, ∆SCF predicts IPs with an accuracy equiv-
alent to that of KC functionals (i.e., MAE = 0.43 eV).
However, increasing the size of the alkanes, the dis-
crepancies become more and more significant, and, as
is well known, when the size approaches the thermody-
namic limit the ∆SCF IP reduces to the PBE one10,54,55.
The failure of ∆SCF in the thermodynamic limit has
been discussed extensively e.g. for silicon nanocrystals
(see Ref. 54 and associated discussion) and for hydro-
gen chains15; some of the subtler reasons related to its
application to the exact or approximate (e.g. local) func-
tionals are still debated.15,56,57. In a nutshell, in an ap-
proximate functional and as the length of the molecule
increases, the HOMO orbital becomes delocalized along
the chain [see Fig. 1(a)]. Removing an electron from this
orbital — which is exactly what happens in a ∆SCF cal-
culation — only slightly modifies the local value of the
charge density since the orbital is normalized to one when
integrating over the entire system. In the limit of an in-
finite system the ∆SCF IP then reduces to the deriva-
tive of the total energy with respect to the particle num-
ber 15, which, for a local or semilocal density functional
approximation, is the negative of the KS-DFT HOMO
eigenvalue.58 (note that for the exact functional, the IP
would be correct, as would be the band gap calculated
as EN+1 + EN−1 − 2EN 10,54).
Two possible routes to overcome these limitations are
e.g. going beyond the local or semi-local nature of the
approximate functionals (e.g. having a non-local second
derivative with respect to the density59,60 or modeling
the discontinuity of the KS potential61), or retaining the
simplicity of standard density-functional approximations
and working in a localized representation of the orbitals.
The dielectric screening localization suggested by Chan
and Ceder62, leading indeed to satisfactory prediction of
fundamental band gaps in solids, is an example of the
feasibility of this second route. Since in KC functionals
the generalized Koopmans’ condition is imposed on the
variational orbitals, which are localized, rather than the
canonical ones [as shown in Fig. 1(b)], a non-zero cor-
rection is present also in the thermodynamic limit. In
fact, KI and KIPZ calculations predict the IP energy of
polyethylene to be 10.50 and 10.07 eV, respectively, in
very good agreement with early experimental estimates63
(about 10.0 eV); PBE underestimates these values by
about 3.5 eV.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Band energies for solids
Having described how KC functionals work in extended
systems, we apply such formalism to predict the band gap
6TABLE I. Mean absolute errors (MAE, in eV) and mean
absolute percent errors (MAPEs, in %) with respect to ex-
periments for: (i) band gaps of 16 solids presented in Fig.2
for which experimental, G0W0 and the quasiparticle self-
consistent GW with vertex-correction (QSGW˜) data are avail-
able (see Table II of S.M.51, and Refs. 64–66), and (ii) IP of
6 surfaces presented in Fig. 3. Experimental values for solid
band gap and surfaces are taken from Refs. 66–69, respec-
tively.
PBE G0W0 KI KIPZ QSGW˜
Eg MAE (eV) 2.54 0.56 0.27 0.22 0.18
MAPE (%) 48.28 12.10 7.09 5.37 4.46
IP MAE (eV) 1.09 0.39 0.19 0.21 0.49
MAPE (%) 15.58 5.71 2.99 3.14 7.41
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FIG. 2. Band gaps of 30 semiconductors and insulators, cal-
culated using PBE, KI, or KIPZ functionals, compared with
available experimental data, shown in an energy range be-
tween -0.5 and 8.2 eV. A wider energy range (up to 22 eV) is
shown in the inset.
Eg for a set of 30 compounds, including small gap semi-
conductors and large gap insulators for which accurate
experimental and theoretical reference results are avail-
able. In Fig. 2 and Table I we show the accuracy of the
KC methods as compared with experiments, standard
DFT-PBE , and state-of-the-art many-body perturbation
theory methods. The zero-point contribution is removed
from the experimental data, when available (see SM51
for the complete list). The results show that in PBE
the value of the Eg is underestimated with a MAE and
mean absolute percent error (MAPE) of about 2.5 eV and
50% with respect to experiments, respectively. Notably,
MAE in KI and KIPZ are down to 0.27 and 0.22 eV;
this latter is comparable with that obtained by quasi-
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FIG. 3. Ionization potential (in eV) of six different sur-
faces, including Si(111), C(111), GaAs(1010), ZnO(101¯0),
TiO2(110) and MgO(110), calculated by using PBE, KI, and
KIPZ. The results are compared to experimental values taken
from Ref. 66.
particle self-consistent GW with vertex-corrections [us-
ing an effective exchange-correlation kernel fxc obtained
from the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE)65, or the boot-
strap approximation,66 to account for vertex-corrections],
and more than twice as accurate as G0W0[PBE]
64,66 with
a MAE of 0.56 eV. In the present calculations the exper-
imental lattice constants are used for consistency; also
a supercell technique where the Brillouin zone integra-
tion is sampled only at the Γ point is used. The band
gap convergence with respect to supercell size has been
tested, yielding an error bar smaller than 0.06 eV. De-
tailed convergence studies with respect to supercell size
and cutoff energy for the plane wave expansion of wave
functions for each system are presented in SM.51
To further stress how the KC functionals perform to
correct the band gap of extended systems, we consider
ZnO as a paradigmatic case study: this system is known
to be a difficult case to deal with at the GW level, re-
quiring a large number of empty states and dense k-
point sampling for the calculation of quasiparticle cor-
rections.70,71 For this system, the use of KC functionals
has two main effects: first, d states are shifted to a more
accurate position with respect to the top of the valence
band, and second, the fundamental gap is enlarged with
respect to that of PBE, in much better agreement with
experiments. The KI and KIPZ predictions of Eg for
ZnO are about 3.96 and 3.76 eV, respectively, close to
the experimental value of 3.6 eV when the zero-point
renormalization correction is considered (3.44 eV other-
wise). During the KC minimization, three classes of vari-
ational orbitals (corresponding also to three different αi
screening values) have been found, namely the d-states
centered at Zn atoms, the σ-like states localized near O
atoms and the σ∗-like states near Zn. From the analysis
of the projected density of state, we find that with the
optimal αi values the energy levels of the d−band center
computed by KI and KIPZ are about 6.81 eV and 7.00 eV
7with respect to the VBM, which are close to the exper-
imental values(7.50 − 8.81 eV) and to that predicted by
DFT+U , 9.00 eV72, and larger than the PBE prediction
of 5.10 eV. KI and KIPZ results. Here, one should also
note that the DFT+U prediction for the d−band center
strongly depends on the chosen Hubbard U parameters
(see Ref. 72 and references therein).
Overall, we find that KIPZ performs sligthly better
than KI in predicting Eg. This can be explained by the
fact that the KIPZ functional is able to modify not only
the electronic excitation energies of approximate DFT
functionals, but also the manifold of electronic orbitals
(i.e. the single-particle KS density-matrix). In partic-
ular, a more accurate spatial decay of the density ma-
trix is usually expected as a result of imposing PWL via
KIPZ25. It is relevant to note that a side-effect of having
a finite variational PZ term in KIPZ, or infintesimal one
in KI, leads to a small symmetry breaking and splitting
of the d levels; this unphysical broken symmetry is driven
by the lack of rotational invariance of the PZ functional.
In this case it one should note that it does not even affect
the band gap since this is derived from the s− and p−like
orbitals73).
B. Surfaces: Determination of band edges
Besides the fundamental gap, the accurate determina-
tion of band edge positions is also very important, affect-
ing, e.g. the band alignment at interfaces. In practice,
band edge positions can not be extracted directly from
periodic bulk calculations, since an absolute energy ref-
erence is actually needed. A viable solution is to make
reference to the IP calculated through the use of sur-
face slabs. The IP is formally defined as the energy dif-
ference between the vacuum level Evac and the valence
band maximum (VBM). To simplify the convergence of
results with respect to the slab thickness, the VBM is
determined in a separate bulk calculation and referenced
to a local reference potential, V bref , which corresponds to
the sum of the electrostatic potential and the local pseu-
dopotential term74,75. The IP is therefore calculated as
IP = (Evac − V sref)− (bVBM − V bref) (6)
where the superscript “s” (“b”) refer to slab (bulk) calcu-
lations. The slab system is taken sufficiently thick so that
the local reference potential inside the slab, V sref , corre-
sponds to V bref . In practice, Evac and V
s
ref are commonly
determined at the PBE level, which has been shown to
be reasonably accurate in comparison with higher level
methods such as hybrid functionals76,77 or GW.78
Using the above definitions, we carried out calculations
of IPs for six different surfaces, including Si(111), C(111),
GaAs(1010), ZnO(101¯0), TiO2(110), and MgO(110). For
comparison, we have used the same surface geometries as
in Ref. [66]: 13 atomic layers for GaAs(1010), 12 atomic
layers for the TiO2 and MgO (110) surfaces, and 24
atomic layers for the (111) reconstructed surface of Si,
Ge, and diamond. The thickness of the vacuum region
(25 A˚) has been chosen to minimize the interactions be-
tween periodic images, and has been kept the same for
all slabs. Results are reported in Fig. 3 and Table I,
showing that the accuracy of the KC functionals is not
only much better than PBE, but also compares favor-
ably with the G0W0 and QSGW˜ methods (performed on
the same geometries66), being basically twice as accurate.
Here, QSGW˜ uses an approximate bootstrap exchange-
correlation kernel66 to account for vertex-corrections. It
is noteworthy that the KI method does not change the
ground-state density of the base functional, making KI
Evac and V
s
ref identical to those computed at PBE level.
This is not true for the KIPZ functional, and to overcome
this inconsistency one might compute also Evac and V
s
ref
at the KIPZ level; work in this direction could be con-
sidered for a future study.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the extension of Koopmans-
compliant (KC) functionals to the case of extended sys-
tems, comparing the results with experimental data and
state-of-the art many-body perturbation theory for a
broad range of well characterized semiconductors and in-
sulators. In doing so, we have developed a new approach
to compute the orbital-dependent screening factors for
KC functionals, and applied it to predict the IP and
band gaps for both finite and extended systems. First,
we have discussed KC functionals for the case of one-
dimensional systems with increasing sizes and reaching
the thermodynamic limit. This analysis has reiterated
the importance of imposing the criterion of piecewise lin-
earity on localized orbitals, at variance with the ∆SCF
approach, which can only use canonical orbitals to pre-
dict IPs and EAs and breaks down in extended systems.
Then we have studied reference solids and shown that the
KI and KIPZ functionals can yield very accurate results
for band gaps of different semiconductors and insulators,
with mean absolute errors that are of the order of 0.2
eV and comparable with the most accurate SQGW˜ data
available. The comparison is even more favorable for the
IPs studied with an accuracy doubled with respect to
SQGW˜. These results are ever more remarkable consid-
ering that the physics of the problem remains that of the
PBE generalized-gradient approximations, and have been
obtained with a functional theory of the occupied states.
This accuracy and simplicity, given the computational
costs broadly comparable to standard density-functional
theory, makes KC functionals very attractive to study
electronic levels in complex materials and devices (pro-
vided a band-gap is maintained). It also reiterates the
suggestion that charged excitations, such as electron ad-
ditions and removals, can be studied with functional the-
ories that are dynamical29,37 (i.e. frequency-dependent);
thus, KC functionals take the role of spectral function-
als, and offer a quasiparticle approximation to the exact
8one29.
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